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The Heizer Defense story begins in the small town of Gyor, Hungary, where founder Charlie Heizer was born.  As a 
young boy during WWII, Charlie witnessed the horrors of war.  His village was occupied by both German and Russian 
forces.  Sheer necessity had Charlie learning metal working skills from his father, a blacksmith.  Combing the 
battlefields, Charlie viewed and worked with many firearms.  Early accomplishments included fixing a single barrel 
shotgun, making his ammunition out of lead pipes, and converting several Russian Mosin-Nagants and Hungarian 
rifles.  These were used for hunting rabbit and quail.  This was the beginning of a life-long interest in learning, 
developing, and improving firearms.  

Charlie Heizer went on to earn his Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering and his Master’s Degree in 
Internal Combustion Engines from the Budapest Institute of Technology.  In Charlie’s words, “There’s not much 
difference in a cartridge being fired in a chamber and the detonation of internal combustion engines.  It’s all about 
high-pressure gasses.”  Another life-long love of Charlie’s was the modification and racing of motorcycles.

In 1956, Charlie daringly escaped across minefields and obstacles to Austria.  Without speaking a word of English 
he landed in the USA with only a toothbrush, a pair of socks, and his Thermodynamics book.  This is when the 
American success story started for this brave and talented man.

Living in St. Louis with his wife Helen, Charlie, always innovative, decided when his wife’s car needed brakes, it 
would be less expensive and better to make them with the lathe in his basement.  As he started the project his 

neighbor, an employee of Douglas Aircraft, asked Charlie 
if he could build an aerospace part.  Charlie did and the rest is history.  A 
new company was born and the rotors were never finished!

Heizer has been established for almost 60 years.  The Heizer family, 
wanting a new challenge, decided to diversify.  With the long history and 
interest in firearms Heizer Defense was established.  Heizer Defense 
is well-known for introducing the radical Pocket Pistol line, firing rifle 
calibers out of small concealed carry pistols.  Heizer Defense is now 
introducing the revolutionary new PKO line of firearms.  These are ideal 
for concealed carry and home defense.  The legacy of Charlie Heizer 
continues with his son and daughter, Tom Heizer and Hedy Heizer Gahn, 
Principals of Heizer Defense.     
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ABOUT THE PKO SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL 

The design of the PKO-45 began from the ground up as a concealed carry / home 
defense pistol.  It actually started on a napkin, at a restaurant where Charlie Heizer 
said, “I have the design for a pistol, that can shoot the mighty 45ACP, be very thin, 
and very controllable.”  As big fans of the 45ACP, Heizer Defense decided to start 
there, moving down in caliber later.  In order to tame the 45ACP, Charlie reversed 
the guide rod spring and barrel, with the goal of lowering the bore axis to 
reduce muzzle rise and felt recoil.  This goal was definitely achieved but 
with many added benefits.  First of all, the pistol is the thinnest 45ACP 
semi-automatic on the market, even dimensionally smaller than most 
compact 9mms.  This thinness and rounded contours makes it ideal 
for concealed carry.  The fixed barrel under guide rod configuration also 
makes it very reliable with less moving parts.  It is a straight feed into the 
chamber making it less ammo sensitive.  Being a fixed barrel also makes 
it very accurate.  The PKO-45 is a tiny 45ACP that shoots more like a full size 
1911.  Couple all these attributes and make the pistol out of 100% U.S. Aerospace 
grade stainless steel makes for a very accurate, reliable, concealable, big caliber, easy 
handling pistol.



Revolutionary New 
Concealed Carry Pistol

PKO-45

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

COPPERHEADTACTICAL BLACK

GHOST GRAY

PKO-45 SPECS
Caliber 45ACP 
Capacity 5+1 (flush mag) / 7+1 (extended mag) 
Frame USA Aerospace-Grade Stainless Steel 
Slide/barrel Stainless Steel 2.75” barrel length 
Action Single Action / blow back 
Trigger Pull 8 lbs 
Width World’s thinnest 45ACP semi on the market at only .8” wide 
Overall length 
  & Height 6.1” L  & 4.25 H (flush mag) 5” (extended mag) 
Weight 26 oz  
Safeties Ambidextrous manual rear safety, front strap grip safety, loaded 
 chamber indictor (visual & tactile), chambered round disconnect

.8” wide

2 sight options - (HiViz Light wave & TruGlo Night Sights) plus more to come



TITANIUM PKO-45
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COPPERHEAD TITANIUMCHAMPAGNE CHROME

2 sight options - (HiViz Light wave & TruGlo Night Sights) plus more to come

Titanium Frame
Weight 22 oz
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PKO-9 When developing the PKO Semi-automatic line of pistols, Heizer Defense started with the proven 45ACP, knowing it 
would be followed up with the most popular pistol caliber, the 9mm.  It is said it is always easier to start big and then go 
small.  All of these features and benefits of the PKO-45 design that help tame the recoil of the 45ACP, really shine when 
applied to a 9mm platform.  What we get is a very soft shooting, easy to operate 9mm, with increased round capacity.

PKO-9 SPECS
Caliber 9mm 
Capacity 7 + 1 (flush mag) / 10 + 1 (extended mag) (ships with both mags) 
Frame Proprietary aerospace grade aluminum
Slide/barrel Stainless Steel 2.75” barrel length 
Action Single action / blow back 
Trigger Pull 8 lbs
Width .8” wide 
Overall length 
  & Height 6.1” L  & 4.25 H (flush mag) 5” (extended mag) 
Weight 20 oz 
Safeties Ambidextrous manual rear safety, front strap grip safety, loaded 
 chamber indictor (visual & tactile), chambered round disconnect

SILVER
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HEDY JANE

SILVER

The Hedy Jane Empowered line by Heizer Defense is geared for women.  While the Hedy Jane pistol line features the same design benefits of the 
PKO-45 & PKO-9, they are enhanced with some one-of-a-kind color options; as well as the Hedy Jane engraving.  The pistols are easy to operate 
with simple controls.  Also, due to the lighter slide springs, they are easy to rack and chamber, making them ideal for women. 

HEDY JANE PKO-9 BLAzE

HEDY JANE PKO-45 BLAzE

 HEDY JANE PKO-45 PURPLE

HEDY JANE PKO-45 BLAzE



“It is accurate, reliable and controllable, and its thin dimensions, rounded 
contours and light weight are certain to make it a top choice for concealed 
carry. A product of a mechanical genius with an inventive bent, the PKO-45 will 
appeal to those who recognize quality and innovation and demand the best.”

    — 2017 Pocket Pistol Buyers Guide
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